
STORY TRAINING            
Developing Your Big Story

Guidelines for developing your “Big Story” (testimony):
1. Try to keep it under 5 minutes.
2. Make sure to clearly communicate the point when you committed your life to the Lord.
3. Explain how you made Jesus your King and how you accepted his forgiveness (IE Romans 10:9).
4. Give a stark contrast between your life pre-salvation, and post-salvation.*
5. Consider focusing on a theme that runs throughout the story (IE fear, insecurity, pain, rejection, lies, etc.)

Three Parts of a Big Story
1. Before: 
(I was this way):

2. Salvation: 
(I made Jesus my Lord and accepted his forgiveness)

3. After: 
(I am this way now + the Lord’s continuing transformation of my life to this day)

*Perhaps you committed your life to the Lord at a young age and feel that you don’t have a “good” (meaning 
dramatic or engaging) testimony. If this is the case, then you most likely need to revisit what you were actually 
saved from and brought into when you made Jesus your King. Jesus died on a cross and rose from the grave 
so that you could be brought from spiritual, physical, and eternal death into the eternal Kingdom of God. Your 
salvation is a story of you going from the worst possible situation to the best possible situation. It is impossible 
to have a boring testimony, but it is possible to not have a full realization of the overwhelming love that Jesus 
communicated through the cross. Food for thought...
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Develop a Plan of Action with Your Trainer

How are you going to begin to intentionally engage the people around you with the love of Jesus this week?
Include sharing your Big Story with someone as one of your actions.

 Action 1.

 Action 2.

 Action 3.

Plan of Action Report

Did you share your Big Story with your trainer and get feedback?  Yes   No
Did you share your Big Story with someone in your Spheres of Opportunity?   Yes   No
Were you able to stick to the Plan of Action you developed with your trainer?    Yes    No

If no, what did you do? 

How did it go? (for you, and for them)

Do you have a question or a story you can share at the class Question and Response time?

Prayer Focus

Looking Back: What's one thing that happened in the past week of intentional evangelism that we should be 
praying about?

Looking Forward: What’s one thing that you plan to do in the upcoming week of intentional evangelism that 
we should be praying about?
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